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(57) Abstract: Provided is a method of encoding media content and metadata. The method includes generating a scale indicator,
which indicates a unit size of information about the media content, in the metadata, and determining data areas in the metadata that
have different values based on the generated scale indicator. Accordingly, a range that can be expressed by the data area, that has a
limited space in the metadata, can be increased.



Description
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ENCODING MEDIA

CONTENT AND METADATA THEREOF
Technical Field

[1] The present invention relates to a method of encoding media content and metadata,

and more particularly, to a method and apparatus for encoding media content and

metadata, such that the method and apparatus can increase the maximum range of ex

pressing information in a data area included in the metadata, which has a fixed length

and some examples of which are a metadata field of a media file format or a header

field of a transmission packet in a media transmission framework.

Background Art
[2] FIGS. 1 A and B are graphs illustrating relationships between a field length, a

maximum range, and resolution, as required in encoding metadata.

[3] Referring to FIGS. 1 A and B, a field length, a maximum range, and resolution are

shown. The field length is the number of bits required in metadata of media content,

i.e., the length of a metadata field, and the maximum range is a range of information

that can be expressed by the metadata. Also, the resolution is the resolution of the in

formation that can be expressed by the metadata, i.e., how accurately a value of the

metadata can be shown according to the unit size of the information that can be

expressed by the metadata.

[4] By comparing FIGS. 1 A and B, it can be seen that when the same maximum range is

to be expressed, the required field length differs according to the resolution. In other

words, in FIG. IA, in order to express a value of m l as resolution (n-1) 110, a field

length of 11 is required. However, in FIG. 1 B, in order to express the same value of

m l (m2) as resolution (n+2) 120, a field length of 12, higher than 11, is required. In

other words, to express the same maximum range, the required field length differs

according to how accurately the metadata indicates corresponding information of the

media content.

[5] Since the metadata, such as a metadata field of a media file format or a header field

of a transmission packet in a media transmission framework, is relatively important in

the entire file or stream, the number of required bits in the metadata needs to be

reduced in order to increase encoding efficiency.

[6] Moreover, when conventional metadata, of which the length is fixed, is used, a field

length of the metadata is determined according to the maximum range of the worst

case. Alternatively, an external signaling is periodically applied when the field length

of the metadata flexibly changes by changing the resolution according to a section of



the media content. However, in the above two cases, unrequired bits are wasted or ad

ditional bits are required.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Solution
[7] The present invention provides an encoding method and encoding apparatus, which

can increase a range of information that can be expressed even when metadata has a

field structure of a fixed length by generating a varying scale indicator in the metadata.

Advantageous Effects
[8] According to a method and apparatus for encoding media content and metadata, a

range of information that can be expressed by a data area, which has a limited space in

the metadata, can be increased, and since a data area having the optimum field length

for the metadata can be determined, the size of the metadata can be reduced and a data

compression rate can be increased. Also, change of a scale of the metadata is not

required to be informed by external information, and thus, the scale of the metadata

can be dynamically changed.

Description of Drawings
[9] FIGS. IA and B are graphs illustrating relationships between a field length, a

maximum range, and resolution, as required in encoding metadata.

[10] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method of encoding media content and metadata, according

to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[11] FIGS. 3A, B and C are diagrams illustrating a data structure of metadata including a

scale indicator, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[12] FIG. 4 is a diagram of a case when a scale indicator is applied to an 8-bit metadata,

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[13] FIGS. 5A and B are diagrams for visibly comparing 8-bit metadata having a fixed

scale and the 8-bit metadata of FIG. 4, respectively, according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[14] FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating a relationship between the maximum range and the

resolution of the 8-bit metadata of FIGS. 5A and FIG. 5B.

[15] FIGS. 7A and B are diagrams for describing a case when location information of

media content is searched for, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[16] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an apparatus for encoding media content and metadata,

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode
[17] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of

encoding media content and metadata of the media content, the method including:



generating a scale indicator, which indicates a unit size of information about the media

content, in the metadata; and determining data areas in the metadata that have different

values based on the generated scale indicator.

[18] The scale indicator may vary according to the maximum range of the information

indicated in the data area or accuracy required in the information.

[19] The scale indicator may be changed so as to increase the unit size of the information

as the maximum range of the information increases or the accuracy required in the in

formation decreases.

[20] The method may further include assigning a field barrier, which classifies a boundary

of the scale indicator and the data area, in the metadata.

[21] The determining of the data areas may determine the data areas to have different

values by an offset value according to the scale indicator.

[22] The metadata may have a data structure in a fixed length. The information indicated

in the data area may be time information about the media content.

[23] The method may further include aligning the media content according to the unit size

indicated by the scale indicator, when the information indicated in the data area is

location information about the media content.

[24] The aligning of the media content may stuff dummy data correspondingly to the unit

size indicated by the scale indicator.

[25] The method may further include inserting an identification code, which indicates a

starting location of the media content, when the information indicated in the data area

is location information about the media content.

[26] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus

for encoding media content and metadata of the media content, the apparatus

including: a scale indicator generator which generates a scale indicator, which

indicates a unit size of information about the media content, in the metadata; and a data

area determiner which determines data areas in the metadata that have different values

based on the scale indicator generated by the scale indicator generator.

[27] The scale indicator generator may variably generate the scale indicator according to

the maximum range of the information indicated in the data area or accuracy required

in the information.

[28] The scale indicator generator may generate the scale indicator in such a way that the

unit size of the information increases as the maximum range of the information

increases or the accuracy required in the information decreases.

[29] The apparatus may further include a field barrier assigner which assigns a field

barrier, which classifies a boundary of the scale indicator and the data area, in the

metadata.

[30] The data area determiner may determine the data areas to have different values by an



offset value according to the scale indicator.
[31] The metadata may have a data structure in a fixed length. The information indicated

in the data area may be time information about the media content.

[32] The apparatus may further include a first media content processor which aligns the

media content according to the unit size indicated by the scale indicator, when the in

formation indicated in the data area is location information about the media content.

[33] The first media content processor may stuff dummy data correspondingly to the unit

size indicated by the scale indicator.

[34] The apparatus may further include a second media content processor which inserts an

identification code, which indicates a starting location of the media content, when the

information indicated in the data area is location information about the media content.

[35] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a computer

readable recording medium having recorded thereon a program for executing a method

of encoding media content and metadata of the media content, the method including:

generating a scale indicator, which indicates a unit size of information about the media

content, in the metadata; and determining data areas in the metadata that have different

values based on the generated scale indicator.

Mode for Invention
[36] Hereinafter, the present invention will be described in detail by explaining em

bodiments of the invention with reference to the attached drawings.

[37] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method of encoding media content and metadata, according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

[38] In a recent media system, characteristics of media content are changing from

continuous to discontinuous, from audio/visual (A/V) data to rich media data, and from

an accurate focus of time information to an approximate focus of time information.

[39] Accordingly, metadata needs to be designed to have higher compression efficiency

by using the changed characteristics of media content. Metadata of the present

invention can be applied to a media data storage format (media file format), such as

ISO base media file format (ISO/IEC 14496-12), and to a media transmission

framework, such as an MPEG-2 system (ISO/IEC 13818-1). In addition, the metadata

of the present invention can be applied to a media metadata framework, such as an

MPEG-4 system (ISO/IEC 14496-1) or an MPEG-4 LASeR/SAF system (ISO/IEC

14496-20). Moreover, the metadata of the present invention can be applied to a media

player framework supporting the media data storage format (media file format), and to

a media processing terminal, such as a TV, an STB, a PMP, an MP3, a mobile

broadcast terminal, or a mobile phone.

[40] Referring to FIG. 2, the method includes generating a scale indicator, which indicates

a unit size of information about media content, in metadata (operation 210) and de-



termining data areas in the metadata that have different values based on the generated

scale indicator (operation 230). Selectively, the method further includes assigning a

field barrier, which classifies a boundary of the scale indicator and the data area, in the

metadata (operation 220).

[41] In operation 210, the scale indicator is generated in the metadata, and the scale

indicator is an indicator that defines a scale of information expressed by a data area of

the current metadata. In other words, the scale indicator indicates whether the in

formation about the media content is accurately shown based on a unit size. In the case

of conventional metadata without any scale indicator, a scale is assumed to be Ix (one

time).

[42] The scale indicator varies according to a maximum range of the information about

the media content expressed in the data area or accuracy required by the information.

During binary coding, the maximum range of information that can be expressed by

conventional metadata having a data structure of a fixed n bits length is between 0 and

2n-l. Here, a scale is Ix. However, since the scale of the present invention varies, the

maximum range of the information that can be expressed also varies, and resolution,

which is the accuracy of the information, changes as a trade-off. In detail, when the

scale increases, the range of information that can be expressed with the same number

of bits increases while the resolution decreases.

[43] In operation 220, the field barrier, which classifies the boundary of the scale indicator

and the data area, is assigned. Since the varying scale indicator of the present invention

is generated in the metadata, the field barrier is assigned to the metadata so that the

scale indicator can be extracted without any external signaling. Accordingly, since the

scale indicator and the data area can be classified, a value of the data area can be

scaled-up by first reading the scale indicator and then interpreting the value of the data

area according to the corresponding scale.

[44] In operation 230, the data areas having different values are determined according to

the scale indicator. In other words, since the values of the data areas are interpreted dif

ferently by the scale indicator, the values of the data areas to be expressed are de

termined suitably to scales according to the generated scale indicator during a coding

process. This will be described in detail with reference to FIG. 4 later.

[45] FIGS. 3A, B and C are diagrams illustrating a data structure of metadata including a

scale indicator, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[46] Referring to FIGS. 3A, B, and C, the data structures of metadata are each formed of a

scale indicator, a field barrier, and a data area. Here, the field barrier is a predetermined

value of a fixed length, however the length of the each field of the scale indicator and

the data area can vary. In addition, the length of the entire field of the metadata is

fixed, and thus the scale indicator and the data area have exclusive areas within a



limited total length of the metadata. An embodiment of such metadata is as follows.

[47] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a case when a scale indicator is applied to 8-bit

metadata, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[48] In FIG. 4, different cases of setting values of the scale indicator and a data area in the

8-bit metadata are shown.

[49] Here, a scale is a unit size of information expressed by a value of a data area. The

interval of values expressed in the data area of the metadata is determined according to

such a scale. A step number shows the number of all expressed discrete values while

interpreting a value of data area according to a scale. An offset denotes a starting value

in each of the cases from si to s9.

[50] For example, the cases from si to s3 will now be described. Here, it is assumed that a

scale indicator has a value of 1 and a field barrier has a value of 0.

[51] (si): There is no bit assigned to a scale indicator. In other words, a scale is Ix, and a

first bit from among 8 bits is a field barrier. The remaining 7 bits are a data area, and

thus step numbers are T = 128. An offset is set to be 128*0=0. Accordingly, in the case

of si, the data area can express values from 0 to 128 in an interval of Ix.

[52] (s2): A first bit is a scale indicator. In other words, a scale is 2x, and since a data

area, excluding a field barrier, is 6 bits, step numbers are 26=64. An offset is set to be

128*1=128. Thus in the case of s2, the data area can express 64 values from 128 in an

interval of 2x.

[53] (s3): First two bits are a scale indicator. In other words, a scale is 4x, and since a data

area, excluding a field barrier, is 5 bits, step numbers are 25=32. An offset is set to be

128*2=256. Accordingly in the case of s3, the data area can express 32 values from

256 in an interval of 4x.

[54] Cases from s4 to s9 can be described as above.

[55] Accordingly, the metadata having a length of 8 bits as illustrated in FIG. 4 can

express 1024 values as the maximum range.

[56] FIGS. 5A and B are diagrams for visibly comparing 8-bit metadata having a fixed

scale and the 8-bit metadata of FIG. 4, respectively, according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[57] FIG. 5A illustrates a maximum range and resolution that can be expressed by the

8-bit metadata having a fixed scale, and FIG. 5 B illustrates a maximum range and

resolution expressed by the 8-bit metadata of FIG. 4.

[58] First, by referring to FIG. 5A, a scale of the 8-bit metadata that does not include a

scale indicator is fixed to Ix, and thus a range from 0 to 256 can be expressed in an

interval of Ix.

[59] However, by referring to the 8-bit metadata that includes a varying scale indicator of

FIG. 5 B, a scale is Ix in case si, and thus a range from 0 to 128 can be expressed in



an interval of Ix, a scale is 2x in case s2, and thus a range from 128 to 256 can be

expressed in an interval of 2x, and a scale is 4x in case s3, and thus a range from 256 to

384 can be expressed in an interval of 4x. Accordingly, a range to 1024 can be

expressed in case s9.

[60] Thus as shown in FIG. 5 B, as the scale increases by two times for each of the cases

from si to s9, the resolution decreases by half, however the value of the maximum

range that can be expressed increases to 1024.

[61] Specifically in the case of time information about media content, which is essential in

metadata, a user of the media content cannot perceive reduction of temporal accuracy

because of the visual/auditory characteristics of humans. By using such a principle, an

encoding method, as an embodiment of the present invention, that has a high com

pression rate can be provided.

[62] FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating relationships between the maximum range and the

resolution of the 8-bit metadata of FIGS. 5A and B.

[63] In FIG. 6, a curve 610 of the 8-bit metadata that does not include a scale indicator as

FIG. 5A and a curve 620 of the 8-bit metadata including a varying scale indicator as

FIG. 5B are illustrated.

[64] In the case of si, the curves 610 and 620 are the same. However, in the case of s2,

the curve 620 has a steeper slope than the curve 610. At this time in the curve 620, an

offset is 128sec/90k, a step number is 64, and the resolution is 45 kHz. In the case of

s3, the curve 620 has a steeper slope than the case of s2. At this time in the curve 620,

an offset is 256sec/90k, a step number is 32, and the resolution is 45 kHz. As such, the

curve 620 reaches the maximum range, i.e., 1024sec/90k, and compared to the curve

610, the curve 620 has a gain of 768sec/90k.

[65] FIGS. 7A and B are diagrams for describing a case when location information of

media content is searched for, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[66] When information expressed in a data area of metadata requires accuracy, such as

location information about the media content, unlike the time information described

above, the media content is encoded by being processed as illustrated in FIG. 7A or B.

[67] In other words, in order to find an accurate location of the media content even when

the media content is searched for by a value of a scaled-up data area, the present

invention suggests the following two cases.

[68] Referring to FIG. 7A, a process of aligning media content according to a unit size of

information indicated by a scale indicator is performed. In FIG. 7A, areas 710, 730,

and 750, which are empty in a stream of the media content, store data of a prede

termined content, and areas 720, 740, and 760 with an X mark are areas for dummy

data. When a unit that can be expressed by metadata by a scale is 4-bytes, an a2

location should be accessed after an al location. Accordingly, when content data area



710 is 3 bytes, 1 byte of dummy data area 720 is additionally stuffed so that the total

size of data is 4 bytes. Similarly, when content data area 730 is 5 bytes, 3 bytes of

dummy data area 740 is additionally stuffed so that the total size of data is 8 bytes. A c

cordingly, the media content is aligned and encoded after making the content data to be

a multiple of the scale.

[69] Also, by referring to FIG. 7 B, an identification code 780, such as a start symbol,

may be used instead of dummy data. In other words, when a unit that can be expressed

by metadata by a scale is 8-bytes, a b2 location is accessed after a b l location. A c

cordingly, when a content data area 770 is 5 bytes, the identification code 780 of 1 byte

is inserted to inform a user of the start of a next content data area 790. Thus, after

roughly accessing the b l location, an exact location of the content data area 790 can be

found by searching for the identification code 780, which functions as a start symbol.

[70] The above method can be selectively used according to a size of the stuffed dummy

data in FIG. 7A and the complexity of searching for an identification code in FIG. 7 B.

[71] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an apparatus 800 for encoding media content and

metadata, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[72] Referring to FIG. 8, the apparatus 800 includes a scale indicator generator 810

generating a scale indicator, which is a unit size of information about media content, in

metadata, and a data area determiner 820 determining data areas included in the

metadata that have different values based on the scale indicator generated by the scale

indicator generator 810. The scale indicator generator 810 includes a field barrier

assigner 811 assigning a field barrier, which classifies a boundary of the scale indicator

and the data area, in the metadata.

[73] If the information expressed in the data area is location information about the media

content, the apparatus 800 further includes a first media content processor 830 aligning

the media content according to the unit size of the information indicated by the scale

indicator. The first media content processor 830 inserts dummy data to data of the

media content correspondingly to a scale indicated by the scale indicator. In this case,

the apparatus 800 may further include a second media content processor 840 inserting

an identification code, which indicates a starting location of the media content. The

apparatus 800 may selectively use the first media content processor 830 and the second

media content processor 840.

[74] The embodiments of the present invention can be written as computer programs and

can be implemented in general-use digital computers that execute the programs using a

computer readable recording medium.

[75] Also, the structure of the data used in the present invention may be recorded on a

computer readable recording medium through various means or transmitted on a

computer readable transmission medium by various means.



[76] Examples of the computer readable recording medium include magnetic storage

media (e.g., ROM, floppy disks, hard disks, etc.) and optical recording media (e.g.,

CD-ROMs, or DVDs). An example of the computer readable transmission media is

storage media such as carrier waves (e.g., transmission through the Internet).

[77] While this invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to em

bodiments thereof, it will be understood by one skilled in the art that various changes

in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of

the invention as defined by the appended claims. The embodiments should be

considered in descriptive sense only and not for purposes of limitation. Therefore, the

scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed description of the invention

however by the appended claims, and all differences within the scope will be construed

as being included in the present invention.



Claims
[I] L A method of encoding media content and metadata of the media content, the

method comprising:

generating a scale indicator, which indicates a unit size of information about the

media content, in the metadata; and

determining data areas in the metadata that have different values based on the

generated scale indicator.

[2] 2. The method of claim 1, wherein the scale indicator varies according to a

maximum range of the information indicated in the data area or accuracy

required in the information.

[3] 3. The method of claim 2, wherein the scale indicator is changed so as to increase

the unit size of the information as the maximum range of the information

increases or the accuracy required in the information decreases.

[4] 4. The method of claim 3, further comprising assigning a field barrier, which

classifies a boundary of the scale indicator and the data area, in the metadata.

[5] 5. The method of claim 4, wherein the determining of the data areas determines

the data areas to have different values by an offset value according to the scale

indicator.

[6] 6. The method of claim 5, wherein the metadata has a data structure in a fixed

length.

[7] 7. The method of claim 6, wherein the information indicated in the data area is

time information about the media content.

[8] 8. The method of claim 6, further comprising aligning the media content

according to the unit size indicated by the scale indicator, when the information

indicated in the data area is location information about the media content.

[9] 9. The method of claim 8, wherein the aligning of the media content stuffs

dummy data correspondingly to the unit size indicated by the scale indicator.

[10] 10. The method of claim 6, further comprising inserting an identification code,

which indicates a starting location of the media content, when the information

indicated in the data area is location information about the media content.

[II] 11. An apparatus for encoding media content and metadata of the media content,

the apparatus comprising:

a scale indicator generator which generates a scale indicator, which indicates a

unit size of information about the media content, in the metadata; and

a data area determiner which determines data areas in the metadata that have

different values based on the scale indicator generated by the scale indicator

generator.



[12] 12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the scale indicator generator variably

generates the scale indicator according to the maximum range of the information

indicated in the data area or accuracy required in the information.

[13] 13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the scale indicator generator generates

the scale indicator in such a way that the unit size of the information increases as

the maximum range of the information increases or the accuracy required in the

information decreases.

[14] 14. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising a field barrier assigner which

assigns a field barrier, which classifies a boundary of the scale indicator and the

data area, in the metadata.

[15] 15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the data area determiner determines the

data areas to have different values by an offset value according to the scale

indicator.

[16] 16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the metadata has a data structure in a

fixed length.

[17] 17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the information indicated in the data area

is time information about the media content.

[18] 18. The apparatus of claim 16, further comprising a first media content processor

which aligns the media content according to the unit size indicated by the scale

indicator, when the information indicated in the data area is location information

about the media content.

[19] 19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the first media content processor stuffs

dummy data correspondingly to the unit size indicated by the scale indicator.

[20] 20. The apparatus of claim 16, further comprising a second media content

processor which inserts an identification code, which indicates a starting location

of the media content, when the information indicated in the data area is location

information about the media content.

[21] 21. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a program

for executing a method of encoding media content and metadata of the media

content, the method comprising:

generating a scale indicator, which indicates a unit size of information about the

media content, in the metadata; and

determining data areas in the metadata that have different values based on the

generated scale indicator.
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